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Movies of All Time Kajal will be seen as a college student in the upcoming film, Taare Zameen Par HTML5 Camera API [video] - yhikar ====== Rafuino I'd like to see this fully working in mobile using the camera and without extra plugins. The web browser is the platform, why would we

need Flash/Quicktime/VLC/and so on? ~~~ pooriaazimi Unfortunately, the camera API for Android is awful: First of all, it doesn't work at all (unless the app uses a very recent build, I'm using CM7 and latest build of Firefox), second it doesn't work all the time (but always in the same cases:
When something isn't on focus, the default app, or when app is closed and reopened), third, when it works, it takes a long time for the picture to be taken and it's not guaranteed to be in good quality. Also, it doesn't work in the emulator. It's sad that the browser is behind the native

platforms in this area. So, far, it has been the most difficult part of the web, especially for mobile. ~~~ wmf The Camera API is obviously pretty new; maybe Chrome has better support. ------ daeken Will this be cross-browser? If so, it's awesome! ~~~ Groxx Unless the API itself is cross-
browser, no. It's not the actual camera, but the option to take a photo, capture video, or record audio. This won't work on mobile phones which don't use the standard API. Molecular structures and circular dichroism spectroscopy study of flavonoids and related compounds from Genista
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